Abstract. Mixed triangular spectral element method using nodal basis on unstructured meshes is investigated in this paper. The method is based on equivalent first order system of the elliptic problem and rectangle-triangle transforms. It fully enjoys the tensorial structure and flexibility in handling complex domains by using nodal basis and unstructured triangular mesh. Different from the usual Galerkin formulation, the mixed form is particularly advantageous in this context, since it can avoid the singularity induced by the rectangle-triangle transform in the calculation of the matrices, and does not require the evaluation of the stiffness matrix. An hp a priori error estimate is presented for the proposed method. The implementation details and some numerical examples are provided to validate the accuracy and flexibility of the method.
Introduction
The spectral element method (SEM) (or hp finite element method) [22] integrates the unparalleled accuracy of a spectral method and the geometric flexibility of a finite element method, and also enjoys a high-level parallel computer architecture. As such, it plays an exceedingly important part in large-scale simulations [4, 8, 13, 14] . For a long time, we saw SEM through building blocks of quadrilaterals and hexahedra with tensorial structures (QSEM) [4, 8, 22] . The use of tensorial nodal basis functions in a QSEM substantially facilitates both the implementation (e.g., the imposition of continuity across elements) and analysis, as many numerical tools and analysis arguments in one dimension can be directly transplanted to multiple dimensions. However, QSEM usually requires the same degree of freedom (DoF) on each element, so it may lose the p-adaptive capability.
In the past two decades, much progress has been made in developing triangular or tetrahedral SEM (TSEM) on unstructured meshes. There are two noticeable trends in designing TSEM. The first is built upon approximation by orthogonal basis related to the collapsed Duffy's transform [9, 10, 13, 16, 24, 26] and its important variant [17, 18, 23] . The second is based on approximation by nodal basis on special nodal points [6, 11, 12, 21, 28] . Here, we elaborate more on the former approach. Firstly, the spectral approximation in triangle using polynomials was much studied (cf. [3, 9, 11, 19, 20, 27, 28] ). Recently, some research efforts have been paid to the non-polynomial spectral approximations in triangle/tetrahedron [5, 16, 18, 24] . By using some rectangle-triangle transforms, these spectral methods generate rational or irrational basis functions in triangle from standard tensorial basis functions in rectangle. Two typical rectangle-triangle transforms: Duffy's transform and one-to-one transform (cf. [18] ) are frequently adopted. One argument against the Duffy's transform is that the mapped interpolation points are unfavourably clustered near the singular vertex of the triangle. The situation is even severer in the threedimensional case. To obtain a better distribution of the mapped interpolation points, a new one-to-one transform is designed by pulling one side of the triangle to two sides of the rectangle. As long as the development of the spectral approximations in triangles, more and more attention has been paid on corresponding TSEM. Although the new transform has weaker singularity than the Duffy's transform, it also leads to singular integrand in the calculation of stiffness matrix (cf. [18, 23] ). Either a mode basis (cf. [18, 23] ) or modified nodal basis [17] is used to handle the singularity. Nevertheless, the special basis functions increase the difficulty in extending to multi-domain cases. Usually, some other techniques (e.g. motar finite element [2, 15] ) need to be employed. This paper is the second of a series on developing TSEM based on the transform [18] . In the first paper [23] , a detailed analysis of the logarithmic singularity induced by the transform was conducted and an accurate and stable method to handle such singularities by using mode basis was implemented. Here, we continue to develop a flexible nodal TSEM more applicable to multi-domain cases. The new TSEM is drawn on a mixed formulation using non-polynomial spectral approximations on triangles. Both Duffy's transform and the one-to-one transform can be used to generate non-polynomial basis functions for the method. The main feature of this method is that it is unnecessary to deal with the consistency condition and no singularity will appear in the calculation of the discrete matrices. Actually, the mixed formulation does not involve the stiffness matrix and the singularity in the calculation of other matrices can be eliminated by the Jacobian. Although the mixed formulation introduces a new auxiliary variable, it can be efficiently removed from the discrete linear system due to the fact that the approximated mass matrix is naturally diagonal even in the variable coefficient case. Another main problem to form a spectral element method using non-polynomial spectral approximations in triangles is how to construct and implement a continuous approximation space. We introduce different strategies according to the adopted transform. The proposed TSEM fully enjoys the tensorial structure as QSEM. Hence an efficient implementation can be expected. In theoretical aspect, the H 1 -norm interpolation error estimate presented in this paper contributes to the completion of the approximation theory started in [23] . In addition, an hp error analysis is performed for the proposed TSEM.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, the rectangle-triangle transforms are introduced to be the extreme cases of the standard transform between quadrilaterals. By using these transforms, we then define the spectral element space on unstructured triangular mesh. Theoretical analysis for interpolations in triangular spectral element space is performed in section 3. H 1 -norm interpolation error estimate is obtained. In section 4, we present the numerical formulation of the triangular spectral element method and conduct an h-p error analysis. Various numerical results are given to show the accuracy and flexibility.
Triangular spectral element space
In this section, we first briefly introduce the rectangle-triangle transform by starting with the typical transform between quadrilaterals. Then we present some details for the construction of conformable spectral element spaces on unstructured triangular mesh by using two typical → transforms T 0 and T 1/2 . Implementation techniques for ensuring the conformability in different cases are discussed. The h-p interpolation error estimates in both L 2 and H 1 norms will be provided for the general transform T θ with 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1 at the end of this section.
The rectangle-triangle transform
Throughout this paper, we denote by
the reference triangle and the reference square, respectively. Here, R is the set of all real numbers. The vertices P 1 (−1,−1), P 2 (1,−1), P 3 (1,1) and P 4 (−1,1) of the square are denoted simply by
. Given an arbitrary convex quadrilateral ♦ with vertices denoted by {P i (x i ,y i )} 4 i=1 , we define the constants:
It is well known that the iso-parametric transform:
is an one-to-one transform from to ♦. Its Jacobian is
where
If all inner angles of the quadrilateral ♦ is less than π, we have J > 0 and the inverse of the Jacobian matrix J is
(1,1)
LGL points by T 0 Figure 2 .1: The rectangle-quadrilateral transforms.
Choosing P 1 (0,0),P 2 (1,0),P 3 (θ,1−θ),P 4 (0,1) in the transform defined in (2.1)-(2.2), we have 6) which leads to → transform T θ (0 ≤ θ ≤ 1) (cf. [23] ):
Here, the reference triangle is seen as a quadrilateral with inner angle equal to π. We see that this transform pulls the hypotenuse of into two edges of at the point (θ,1−θ). Substituting (2.6) into (2.4) and then using formula (2.3) gives the Jacobian of T θ :
Further, the Jacobian in ( x, y) coordinates can be derived from expression (2.7), i.e.,
Clearly, the Jacobian (2.8) has zeros in the reference square and the inverse of J θ :
is not always well defined in the reference square. The Duffy's transform (cf. [10] ) T 0 :
is the limitting case of (2.7) with θ = 0. The new → transform T1 12) introduced in [18] is another special case of (2.7) with θ = 1 2 . Their Jacobian matrices are given by 13) and their inverses are
For 0 < θ < 1, we have the inverse transform T −1 θ :
where J θ ( x, y) is defined in (2.9). On the other hand, we have inverse transforms: 16) for limiting cases θ = 0,1, respectively.
Construction of triangular spectral element space
Hereafter, let I = (−1,1), and for any integer p ≥ 1, denote by P p (I) the set of all algebraic polynomials of degree at most p. Two standard polynomial spaces on the reference square and are
The following property (cf. [23] ) shows that all polynomials on are still polynomials on the reference . Proposition 2.1. Let T θ be the rectangle-triangle transform defined in (2.7), and P k ( ) 
This gives the nodal basis of Y p,θ ( ) :
Let T h := {K} denote a shape regular quasi-uniform triangular mesh of a polygonal domain Ω. Denote by h K = diam(K) the diameter of element K, h = max{h K }. T h is a shape regular quasi-uniform mesh if there exists positive constants c 0 and c 1 such that
where |K| is the measure of K. The triangular spectral element space on T h is defined as
where F K : → K is the standard affine mapping from the reference triangle to a physical element K ∈ T h . Although the definition of triangular spectral element space
follows the classic way, some cases have to be taken to impose the continuity across elements due to the singularity introduced by the transform T θ . In what follows, we elaborate on two typical cases using transforms T 0 , T 1/2 and show how to construct continuous global basis functions from local basis functions on arbitrary unstructured mesh T h .
Case I: The Duffy's transform T 0 . Due to the collapsed Duffy's transform T 0 , the nodes {( x m , y n )} p m,n=0 in the reference triangle clustered near the singular vertex (0,1) and all nodes {( x m , y p )} p m=0 collapsed to one node at (0,1). After applying the standard affine mapping F K , the corresponding nodes
,n=0 may be clustered near any vertex of the physical element K due to the rotational free of the mapping F K . In an unstructured mesh a vertex V j may be shared by several elements see Figure 2 .2. In the attached elements, some elements have nodes clustered near V j and the others do not, e.g., K 2 and K 3 in Figure 2 .2 have nodes clustered near V j . Although there are nodes clustered near vertices, the nodes from neighboring elements matched with each other on their common edge, e.g., in Figure 2 .2 nodes in K 1 and K 2 mathed on their common edge. For ensuring the continuity of the numerical solution, we only need to handle the nodes clustered near vertices. We merge all nodes clustered at a given vertex V j to one node. This can be done by assigning one global index to all nodes corresponding to V j in the implementation. For example, there are 4+2(p+1) nodes share one global index determined by the vertex V j in Figure 2 .2. It is worthy pointing out that this implementation technique is equivalent to using polynomial space (cf. [24] )
The basis function h p (η)•T
−1
0 ( x, y) is acutally used for node at vertex (0,1) in the reference triangle.
Case II: The one-to-one transform T 1/2 . The transform T 1/2 maps the hypotenuse of the reference triangle to two sides of the reference rectangle . Therefore, the number of nodes on the hypotenuse of is twice as many as that on other two sides due to
Inconsistent physical node distribution via T 1/2 and arbitrary elemental affine mappings (p = 10). Figure 2 .4: Consistent physical node distribution via T 1/2 and adjusted elemental affine mappings (p = 10).
the transform T 1/2 , see Figure 2 .1 (c). As a result, each physical element K inherits such inconsistency. Since affine mappings F K randomly map edges in K to hypotenuse and other two edges of refrence triangle , the images of a common edge of two neighboring elements may be different edges in . If one maps the common edge to the hypotenuse of and the other maps it to another different side of , then the common edge have differnet number of nodes from two sides (see K 3 and K 4 in Figure 2. 3). This inconsistency will cause great difficulty in the contruction of continuous spectral element space S θ h,p (T h ). Fortunately, the inconsistency can be avoid by configuring the elemental affine mappings F K properly. For any interior edge e ij = K i ∩K j , we choose elemental mappings F K i and F K j such that F K j mapps e ij to the hypotenuse of if and only if F K i mapps e ij to the hypotenuse of , see Figure 2 .4. The required elemental mapping configuration can be determined by the mesh beforehand. Numerical examples show that configurations without producing node inconsistency are available even for complicate unstructured meshes (see, examples given in Subsection 4.3). Once we have the node consistent elemental mappings ready, the implementation of TSEM using transform T 1/2 becomes quite simple. We just view a given triangular mesh as a deformed quadrilateral mesh by view each triangular element as a deformed quadrilateral element in which the middle point of the hypotenuse becomes a new vertex.
The approximation properties of
We first introduce some notions. The weighted Sobolev space H r w (Ω) with r > 0 is defined as in Adams [1] , and its norm and semi-norm are denoted by ||·|| r,w,Ω and |·| r,w,Ω , respectively. In particular, if r = 0, we denote the inner product and norm of L 2 w (Ω) by (·, ·) w,Ω and ||·|| w,Ω , respectively. Moreover, if w ≡ 1, we drop it from the notion.
With the LGL points {ζ j } p j=0 and corresponding Lagrangian polynomial basis {h j (ζ)} p j=0 , the LGL interpolation of given function v ∈ C(Ī) is defined as
Moreover, the following estimates hold.
Lemma 3.1. If v ∈ H r (I) with r ≥ 1 and µ = 0,1, we have
Proof. For µ = 0, it is the direct result of Theorem 3.44 in [25] . To prove the estimate for µ = 1, one verifies that
k is the Jacobi weight function. Applying the estimate in Lemma 2.3 in [24] , we obtain the inequality for µ = 1.
It is worthy of pointing out that an interpolation with LGL in ξ-direction and JGR points in η-direction for the case θ=0 was investigated in [24] . Nevertheless, it cannot be used to define an interpolation in the conformal spectral element space S 0 h,p (T h ) due to the usage of JGR points in η-direction. Here the interpolation II p,θ uses the LGL points in both ξ and η-directions. Once proper affine mappings F K is set for 0 < θ < 1 as stated in the last section, the global interpolation of any given function u ∈ C(Ω) in the space S θ h,p (T h ) can be directly defined as
An L 2 -error estimate for II p, 1 2 has been proved in [23] . However, an H 1 -error estimate is usually indispensable in the error analysis of the spectral element method. By using Lemma 3.1, we can derive the following H 1 -error estimate.
for 0 < θ < 1, where J θ is the Jacobian as defined in (2.8). Moreover, if u ∈ H r ( ) with r ≥ 3, then
for 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1.
Proof. Let I d be the identity operator and u(ξ,η) = ( u•T θ )(ξ,η). From (2.8) and (2.10), we have
∂ y uniformly bounded in for all 0 ≤ θ ≤ 1. Then together with (3.4), we derive that
and
Using the decomposition
and the approximation results in Lemma 3.1, we have estimates:
Next, we bound the four terms 12) in the right-hand sides using norm of u on one by one. In the following estimate, we shall only consider the case θ = 0. Other cases θ = 0 can be estimated in similar way (ref. [23] ).
Recalling (2.8), we obtain from a direct calculation that
Then we have 16) so the following estimates hold
where c(η,r)=(1−η 2 ) (r−3)/2 (1+η) 1/2 . For r≥3, using the boundedness of a(η, 2r−5
2 ),c(η,r), b(ξ,r−2), we obtain E (1) r, +E (2) r, +E (3) r, +E (4) r, ≤ C(| u| r, +| u| r−1, ). A combination of (3.8)-(3.11) and (3.17)-(3.18) leads to the error estimate (3.7) for θ=0.
is finite. Thus, error estimate for II p,θ u− u µ, ,0 < θ < 1 can be obtained using weighted
θ , for all u ∈ H 2 ( ) (ref. [23] ). However, the error estimate for II p,0 u− u µ, and II p,1 u− u µ, requires u ∈ H r ( ),r ≥ 3.
Recall that T h is a shape regular quasi-uniform mesh of the domain Ω. There holds the following scaling results (cf. [7] ). The scaling argument leads to the following hp error estimate.
Theorem 3.2.
If u ∈ H r (Ω),r ≥ 3, and T h is a shape regular quasi-uniform mesh, then
Proof. Recalling the definition (3.5) and then applying Lemma 3.2 and Theorem 3.1, we have
for all K ∈ T h . Then the conclusion can be obtained by a direct summation.
Triangular spectral element methods in mixed formulation

The scheme
Consider the elliptic boundary value problem
where Ω is an open, bounded and polygonal domain with Lipschitz boundary. We assume that β(x,y) γ(x,y) are given positive functions in Ω. By introducing an auxiliary variable q, the elliptic equation (4.1) is rewritten to the following first order system
With the standard space L 2 (Ω) and Sobolev spaces H 1 (Ω), H 1 0 (Ω), the variational form of the problem (4.2) is of the form:
The spectral element formulation of (4.3) is to find where C is a positive constant independent of h, p and u.
Proof. Set v = ∇w in (4.3) and v h,p = ∇w h,p in (4.5). The resulted equation implies
Taking w = w h,p in (4.7) and then subtracting (4.8) from the resulted equation, we have standard error equation
The proof can be completed by using the standard error analysis technique with the interpolation estimate given by Theorem 3.2.
Tensorial structure for efficient implementation
Using the Lagrange nodal basis, we have
for ∀K j ∈ T h . Then the spectral element formulation (4.5) leads to the linear system
where the global matrices M,C x ,C y ,M γ and righthand side F is obtained from the local
by subassembly. The unknown vectors Q x ,Q y ,U consist of nodal values of Q h,p and U h,p . Since the basis functions are constructed by the tensor products of one-dimensional Lagrange basis functions {h m (ξ),h n (η)}, we expect to write the local matrices as the Kronecker products of one dimensional local matrices. Due to the usage of transform from rectangle to triangle, it is more complicate than that of the QSEM as presented below.
To fix the idea, we assume that β(x) and γ(x) are piecewise constants and (4.12) and denote by Ψ (j) .13) i.e., the restrictions of typical basis functions to a given element K j . Then
(4.14)
where the expression (2.8) of J θ is used. Similarly,
m n (x,y)dxdy 15) by the expression (2.8) and (2.10). With the formulations (4.14)-(4.15), the local contributions (or elements)
y , F (j) can be written in Kronecker products as follows
where f is the vector of interpolant nodal values of f (x) and
The formulation for F (j) results from the insertion of the interpolant of f (x) into the right handside integration. For general variable coefficients β(x), γ(x) , the coefficients are firstly approximated by LGL interpolation, see more details in [8] .
Remark 4.1.
The main advantage of the proposed triangular spectral element mixed formulation is that it does not involve the stiffness matrix which consists of integral
θ has singularities in and the singularity can be removed by multiplying J θ . Therefore, the LGL quadrature can be used to calculate integrals (4.14) and (4.15) but can not be used to calculate integral (4.18). Some analytic means for the computation of (4.18) have been intensively studied by using mode basis (cf. [23] ). However, it seems to be not applicable to the case with general variable coefficients.
Here, LGL quadrature is used to calculate the entries M ij , M ij , C ij , C ij . For example, we actually set (4.19) in the numerical calculation. Since the nodal basis with respect to LGL points is adopted, M and M become diagonal, i.e., M = diag(ω k ) and M = diag(ξ k ω k ). Together with the Kronecker product formulation, we conclude that M and M γ are diagonal too. Therefore Q x ,Q y can be easily solved from U and the linear system (4.11) reduces to
Noting that M pp = M pp for ξ p =1, there are zero entries on the diagonal of M (j) due to the usage of LGL quadrature. In particular for the two typical cases, we have
It is not difficult to find out that M (j) has p+1 zero entries on the diagonal when θ =0 and has only one zero entry on the diagonal in the case θ = Therefore, M pp = M pp is due to the fact that resolution of p+1 points LGL quadrature is not enough to distinguish these two integrals. In order to overcome this difficulty, we use Legendre-Gauss quadrature with p+1 quadrature points for the special entry M pp . By improving the accuracy of M pp , the revised approximated mass matrix M (j) is not singular and the linear system (4.20) is available.
Numerical results
Now, we present some numerical examples to verify the accuracy of the proposed TSEMs using two typical → transforms (2.11) and (2.12). Both convergence rates against polynomial degree p and mesh size h are presented. Complex domains with unstructured meshes and non-smooth solutions are considered.
In all numerical expreriments, we test the elliptic problem (4.1) on various domains with β = e x+y ,γ = 1. Smooth exact solution:
u(x,y) = cos(π(x 2 +y 2 )), (4.22) and non-smooth exact solutions:
u(x,y) = (x+y) are tested. Hereafter, we denote by E p the L 2 -error of the numerical solution for fixed mesh and polynomial degree p, E h the L 2 -error for fixed polynomial degree and mesh size h. All L 2 -errors are calculated by using much higher order Gauss quadrature element-by-element. The convergence rates against p are defined as
which are the constants c and r in the expected convergence rates O(e −cp ) and O(p −r ) for smooth and non-smooth solutions, respectively. The convergence rate against h is defined as lnE h k −lnE h k+1 lnh k −lnh k+1 .
Example 1:
We first test the accuracy of the proposed TSEMs by compared with QSEM on Cartesian mesh. For this purpose, we set Ω = [0,1] 2 and the triangular meshes are generated by subdividing each element in the corresponding Cartesian meshes into two tringles, see Figure 4 .1 for the initial meshes and corresponding LGL-sepctral element nodes distributions.
In singularity in the computational domain Ω and belong to H 4−α and H 3−β , respectively. L 2 -errors and corresponding convergence rates presented in Table 4 .1 and 4.2, and Figure  4 .2 show that QSEM and the proposed TSEMs share very similar convergence behavior. Table 4 .4: L 2 -errors and convergence rates against h for fixed p = 6 (mixed mesh).
non-smooth solutions. It is worthy to point out that the obtained results also show that the TSEM using T 1/2 is more stable than that using T 0 . TSEMs on complex domains with mixed and unstructured meshes. We consider two polygonal domains: polygon A and polygon B with vertices given by: 25) where
. Polygon A is triangulated by hybrid meshes (with both rectangle and triangle elements) and polygon B is triangulated by unstructured triangular meshes, see Figure 4 .3 for initial meshes and spectral element nodes distributions. Solution (4.23) and (4.24) also have point and line singularity in the computational domain Ω and belong to H 4−α and H 3−β , respectively. The hybrid meshes used here are essentially different with that investigated in [17] . Their hybrid mesh actually has a hanging vertex. The intersection of the triangular element with the neighboring rectangular element is not an entire edge of the mesh. All hybrid meshes used in this paper are conformal without any hanging points. That is the reason why we can have optimal convergence rates here. L 2 -errors and corresponding convergence rates against polynomial degree p and mesh size h are presented in Table 4 .3-4.6 and Figure 4 .4-4.5. For smooth solution (4.22), errors using different TSEMs decay like O(e −cp ) for fixed mesh, i.e., spectral accuracy is obtained. On the other hand, optimal convergence rates are observed for non-smooth solutions. The TSEM using T 1/2 shows some advantages over that using T 0 in stability (see. Figure 4 .5: (c), (f)). We make a comparison between the proposed TSEM and the TSEM presented in [23] . L 2 -errors and convergence rates presented in Table 4 .5 and Table  4 .6 show that they share similar accuracy performance. Table 4 .3 compares the condition numbers of corresponding resulted linear systems. Although TSEM using T 1/2 has larger conditon number they are in the same order with respect to p. 
Concluding remarks and future work
In this paper, we have introduced a new triangular spectral element method for unstructured mesh by using a nodal basis and rectangle-triangle transforms. It is a mixed formulation and fully enjoys the tensorial product property and flexibility in handling complex domains. Due to the exemption of the calculation of stiffness matrix, no singularity appears in the generation of the discrete system. An hp priori error estimate was presented for the proposed method. The results obtained by this mixed formulation is a good evidence that discontinuous Galerkin methods based on mixed formulation (e.g., LDG, HDG) can be used to handle the singularity and node inconsistency simultaneously. The development of discontinuous triangular spectral element method based on mixed formulation will be our future work.
